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Graffiti costs
GV $1,400
BY CHELSEA LANE
GVL STAFF WRITER

GVL / Allison Young

Making their mark: Students, faculty and administrators signing their names on the final beam of the Mary Idema Pew Library's steel erection onThursday.

More than Ik come out to sign final beam in new library construction
of stage of construction in the steel
erection of the new library, sched
uled for completion next spring.
ore than 1,000 stu
“I was really, really pleased
dents flooded the west too,” said President Thomas J.
lawn of Grand Valley Haas. “There was just hundreds, if
State
University’s not over a thousand, students that
Kirkhof Center on Thursday
to
came sometime
during the signing
sign their names on the final beam and many of them stayed to actually
in the construction of the Mary see it hoisted and put into place.”
Idema Pew Library Learning and
Haas said the beam was the last
Information Commons. The hoist structural portion on the northwest
ing of the final beam marks the last comer that was hoisted up last
BY ANYA ZENTMEYER
GVL MANAGING EDITOR

M

Thursday after he, along with Kate
Pew Wolters and other administra
tors signed the beam.
“It looked like it was going
fairly slowly when I saw, literally
truck loads of clay taking off to
site when it was building the hole
in the ground, but once the infra
structure started coming up out of
the ground it’s just moving on very,
very quickly and what I’d call ontime and on-budget,” he said.
James Moyer, assistant vice

president of Facilities Planning,
was part of the senior management
team — including the Pioneer Con
struction — that spearheaded the
event, in this spirit of engaging the
campus community in what Haas
called a “milestone” for GVSU.
“The idea of students partici
pating in the construction effort is
something that we attempt to do on
most projects,” he said. “Usually,
SEE BEAM, A3

Student Adderall
abuse on the rise
BY CHELSEA LANE
GVL STAFF WRITER

Zumberge Library and cam
pus study halls are quickly filling
up as exams week draws near at
Grand Valley State University.
With many students staying up
late and pulling all-nighters in an
attempt to conquer their workload
and maximize study time, stud
ies show an increasing number of
college students are illegally pur
chasing prescription medications
like Adderall to help them study.
Although originally developed
to treat ADHD and narcolepsy,
Adderall has also gained a reputa
tion as the “study drug,” since it
reportedly enhances a user’s abil
ity to concentrate, focus and stay
awake. Adderall is a methamphetamine salts-based medication
and is legal only in the U.S. and
Canada. Like other prescription
stimulants, Adderall directly af
fects the mesolimbic pathway of
the brain, also known as the “re
ward pathway.”
Since Adderall is classified
as a controlled substance, it has
a higher risk of becoming habit
forming. The U.S. Drug Enforce
ment Agency classifies Adderall
as a Schedule II drug, which ac-

GVL Archive

Decision makers: Members of the University Academic Senate discuss at a past
meeting.The number of personnel reviews for tenure-track faculty was reduced.

Photo Illustration / Anya Zentmeyar

Hyper-focused: The illegal use of
prescription drug Adderall as a
"study drug" by students is growing.

UAS approves personnel
review changes for GV
BY LIZZY BALBOA
GVL NEWS EDITOR

cording to the DEA guidelines
means it has “a high potential for
abuse” and that “abuse of the drug
may lead to severe psychological
or physical dependence.” Other
Schedule II drugs include cocaine,
methadone and morphine. Adderall is banned in several countries,
including Japan and South Korea,
and the NCAA does not allow its
SEE ADDERALL, A3

The University Academic Sen
ate at Grand Valley State Univer
sity approved a proposal Friday to
provide mentoring programs and
reduce the number of personnel
reviews required for tenure-track
faculty.
Figen Mekik, chair of the UAS
and associate professor of geology
at GVSU, said the proposal was
not to alter the standards for those

up for review, but to simplify the
process.
“The change in the number
of personnel reviews will neither
make it easier nor more difficult
for faculty to earn tenure and pro
motion,” Mekik said. “The propos
al is not to change the standards for
tenure and various faculty ranks;
rather it is to streamline the process
of review so that while untenured
faculty receive timely and con-

.

A recent wave of oncampus graffiti has cost
Grand Valley State Univer
sity — and potentially its
students — almost $1,400.
Grand Valley Police
Department officials said
they first received reports
of graffiti at the start of the
month, with four recent in
cidents occurring in all.
In order to clean up
campus graffiti, the uni
versity must hire a con
tractor to remove the paint
with a sandblaster. Clean
ing up and repairing dam
age from these four most
recent instances of graffiti
cost the university $1,375,
which was taken from the
university's general funet
and will be factored into
tuition costs next year un.less a culprit is identified
and held criminally and fL;
nancially accountable.
"Students need to knowi
that this graffiti is costing
them their tuition money*
said Capt. Brandon DeHaan, assistant director of
GVPD.
On April 2, red spray
paint was discovered on
the Cook-DeWitt Center
sidewalk. The graffiti read
"Revolution" with a back
wards E and L, similar to
a design used on Republi
can presidential candidate
Ron Paul's website.
On April 4, white spray
paint reading, "the system
is broken" was found on
the Arboretum sign. The
following day, additional
spray paint with the same
message appeared on the
Cook CarillonTower.
On April 9, "Kony 2012,"
a reference to an Invisible
Children campaign, was
spray painted on the north
side of the Kirkhof Center
sidewalk.
Although the graffiti in
question all share political
themes, police say at this
point they are not sure if
the instances were com
mitted by the same indi
vidual or group.
"We don't know if they
are interrelated but what
we do suspect is we have
individuals identifying po
litical statements and dam
aging university property,"
DeHaan said. "The univer
sity campus, buildings and
grounds are an inappropri
ate canvas to express one's
views, including political
viewpoints. Those wishing
to express political view
points may contact the Of
fice of Student Life to iden
tify appropriate spaces to
do so... These are crimes,
pure and simple."
DeHaan added that
graffiti falls under the le
gal definition of malicious
destruction of property
and is not protected by the
First Amendment. Howev
er, GVSU's chalking policy
does allow registered stu
dent organizations to use
water-soluble chalks to
write messages on desig
nated sidewalks to adver
tise upcoming events.
clan6@lanthorn.com

SEE UAS, A3
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NEWS BRIEFS
Mobile mammography unit to visit Pew Campus
The mobile mammography unit from Spectrum
J^ealth Betty Ford Breast Care Services will stop at the
CjQeVos Center on Wednesday for screenings.
C£*^The mobile unit will be outside Grand Valley State
iversity's Loosemore Auditorium on the Pew Cams from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Call 616-267-2626 to schedan appointment.

businesses working with MISBTC
JS-T^The Michigan Small Business and Technology
r * development Center, located at Grand Valley State
• 'Uhiversity, assisted nearly 500 growth companies
2011. Of these companies, 33 will be receiving the
£<*2012 Michigan "50 Companies to Watch" award at the
S eighth-annual Michigan Celebrates Small Business
£ Awards ceremony May 3 in Lansing.
Michigan Celebrates Small Business is the state's
£>5Kpmier awards event celebrating small business ex£%£&llence. MCSB honors the Michigan 50 Companies
Watch, the U.S. Small Business Administration of
jJ^kfljichigan Small Business Awards, two awards prented by the Michigan Economic Development Cor
onation, as well as other small business awards from
founding organizations.

faculty to speak at volunteer week celebration
£* James Edwards, director of the Johnson Center for
»ilanthropy at Grand Valley State University, along
Ij&h George Grant, dean of GVSU's College of Com•C^tnunity and Public Service, will speak at the National
^Sfelunteer Week Celebration today.
Edwards and Grant will join Maureen Noe, with
Heart of West Michigan United Way, and Diana Sieger,
vvith the Grand Rapids Community Foundation, as
speakers.
_ .The keynote speaker of the National Volunteer
Week Celebration is Randal Charlton, who is the exeCutive-in-residence for BOOM! The New Economy,
a venture that offers training, one-on-one mentoring
*•’ and internships to people over 50 who are exploring
- — hew opportunities in their second half of life.
The event will be held today from 11 a.m. until 2:30
p.m. in the Loosemore Auditorium on GVSU's Pew
'* Grand Rapids Campus.
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CORRECTIONS AND CLARIFICATIONS
' At the Lanthorn we strive to bring you the most
' ■ accurate news possible. If we make a mistake, we
, want to make it right. If you find any errors in fact in
the Lanthorn, let us know by calling 616-331-2464 or
by emailing editorial@lanthorn.com.
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New student journals find footing
BY KRISY FORCE
GVL STAFF WRITER

rand Valley State Uni
versity students have
created two new peerreviewed journals: the
Valley Journal of History and
Cinesthesia, a journal of film.
Cinesthesia has been in
the works for about a year,
said Toni Perrine. professor
of film and video. Perrine
said a group of students inter
ested in cinema studies, rather
than film production, wanted
to make their work available
to the public and decided to
showcase their work in an
academic journal.
The journal is peer re
viewed by an editorial board
made of seven undergraduate
students, but several faculty
members read the submis
sions, as well.
“We all decided that we
thought the culture of cinema
could be strengthened or rein
forced by creating a journal,”
said Joe Hogan, sophomore
editorial board member. Ho
gan added the formation of
the journal was all in an ef
fort to cultivate academic
discourse of studying film on
campus.
While having academic
film journals is not unheard
of at universities, GVSU is
not exactly following a com
mon trend.
“Not every university has
a film journal but at some
major universities there are
multiple journals across the
board,” Hogan said.
The editor added each
board member gathered dif
ferent resources to start the
journal, and he has been com
municating with the creator
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GVL / Samantha Butcher

Editorial: Akshay Sarathi, editor in chief and founder of the Grand Valley Journal of History, works on
his computer.The journal, in its first year at GVSU, has been helping the new film journal Cinesthesia.

of the Grand Valley Journal approved last year and has al
of History, Akshay Sarathi, in ready produced work online
attempts to understand how a during both the fall and win
journal can be run.
ter semesters.
Jon Garcia, the journal’s
Although the Cinesthesia
focuses heavily on film stud public relations representa
ies, it is not exclusive to stu tive, said the group is hop
dents of the film and video ing to come out with a print
version of the journal soon
department.
Board members will take that would include the previ
submissions of scholarly, ous two volumes of the work
film-centric papers and film published online.
reviews from students of any
The journal is doing well
' thus far, Garcia said.
discipline.
“We have come true to the
“(There is] so much inter
est in film |and Cinesthesia main mission statement be
is] trying to make it available cause we are all encompass
to a wider range of people on ing, unbiased, open to all ma
jors and we represent all time
campus,” Perrine said.
The editorial board is look periods,” he said.
ing to have the journal up and
However, the journal has
running by May 2.
experienced a few minor im
Meanwhile, the Grand pediments due to lack of sub
Valley Journal of History has missions and inadequate ad
successfully made it through vertising of the journal. Next
its first year. The journal was year, the staff is planning to

head campaigns on other uni
versities’ campuses, and it has
advertised on all of the major
social media sites including
Youtube, Tumblr. Facebook
and Twitter.
“|We did this] to be fair to
people who are at a smaller
university, plus it helps meet
the ‘all encompassing’ per
spective,” Garcia said.
The group has also put
together a team to create a
promotional video, which
Garcia said he hopes to have
completed by the end of the
semester.
All submissions for the
Journal of History can be
sent to editorhistoryjoumal®
gmail.com on a rolling basis,
and all film and video sub
missions can be sent to cinesthesiaJoumaKsgmail.com by
April 16 at 5 p.m.
kforce@ lanthorn .com

____
, experts speak
out against food waste at GV
BY LIZ GARLICK
GVL STAFF WRITER

As more and more fruit is
flung onto the roof of Weed
Living Centers and onto vari
ous art structures near Fresh
Food Company, Sustainability
and Campus Dining personnel
at Grand Valley State Univer
sity are starting to hit the roof
over the amount of food that is
wasted.
“It’s very disappointing to
see that kind of waste,” said
Deb Rambadt, marketing man
ager of Campus Dining. “As
Campus Dining works hard to
support sustainability and good
stewardship, it’s unfortunate to
be an unwilling accomplice to
this vandalism.”
Such sustainability initia
tives include recycling metal,
plastic and glass, having waste
sorting stations for different
types of recyclable materials,
participating in Recyclemania and using sustainable trash
methods such as having com
postable trash bags. Other
initiatives include purchasing
food locally, which is sustain
able because it uses less fuel to
deliver the food to campus.
GVSU Campus Sustain
ability Manager Bart Bartels
said the tray-less system in
Fresh Food Company cut food
waste by 30 percent, but with
all the efforts to cut costs and
reduce impact, he said it is de
moralizing to see food wasted
intentionally.
“I really don’t have a prob
lem with students taking an ap
ple or a banana from the lunch
room as long as it doesn’t go to
waste, but 1 see students go out
of their way to take food with
them, just to throw it on the
way home.” Bartels said. “That
is insane, and it costs all of us.”
Tim Thimmesch, assistant
vice president of Facilities Ser
vices, said his department has
maintenance staff with student
employees who pick up the
fruit on the roof of Weed.

GVL Photo Illustration / Robert Mathews

Wasted: GVSU's administrators say the fruit thrown on top of Weed living center costs the university
anywhere from $300 to $500 in labor costs for clean up, not including the costs of the fruit itself.

‘Typically, we have to do
this two or three times in the
spring,” Thimmesch said. “For
tunately, (there is] no structural
damage regarding this issue.”
He added that the staff and
student labor to clean the mess
costs $300 to $500, which does
not include the cost of wasted
fruit.
“In the past. Fresh Food Co.
tried to replace whole fruit with
cut fruit and also tried relocat
ing whole fruit so that guests
had to request it from the ser
vice attendants,” Rambadt said.
“Neither were satisfactory so
lutions. Short of eliminating
whole fruit, there doesn’t seem
to be a solution and at this point
we don’t want to deprive those
who truly want whole fruit.”
Rambadt also said inside
Fresh, pre- and post-consumer
waste is composted, meaning
that natural food waste gener
ated in food production — in
cluding vegetable peelings,
trimmings and coffee grounds
and food waste that guests
place in the appropriate waste
receptacle or on the dish — re
turn at Fresh Food Company is
all entered into the composting
system.
“The biggest challenge re
garding food waste is educating
guests to place the appropnate
waste into composting (or]
landfill receptacles,” Rambadt
said.
egarlick@ lanthorn i om
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BEAM
continued from A1

student participation is lim
ited to tours at a later date in
the project. Student response
to this idea was phenomenal;
it shows the power of the
electronic media.”
Jarrett Martus, former
Student Senate president
and current student phi
lanthropy coordinator with
GVSU’s University Devel
opment, said planning for
the event began about three
months ago, and viewed the
event as an opportunity for
students to show gratitude to
the more than 1,400 donors
who made the construction
of the library possible.
"Without the private sup
port we would not have the
buildings that we have or the
private scholarships that stu
dents receive,” he said.
Because of the largelydonor supported financing
for the library, Haas said
GVSU did have to raise
tuition specifically for the
project — a fact he is “very,
very proud of.”
The library is named af
ter GVSU Trustee Kate Pew
Wolters’ mother, a gesture
of recognition by lead-donor
Bob Pew.
“It was really neat, I
showed Kate Pew Wolters
some of the stonework that’s

going on already on the foun
dation and she was beam
ing,” Haas said. “I know her
dad Bob Pew, who was the
lead gift, to recognize his
wife and Kate’s mom that
this particular building is
going to serve Grand Valley
and generations of students
to the future.”
The new library consists
of 1,500 student study seats,
20 group study rooms, room
for 150,000 books on open
shelves and an additional
600,000 books in an automat
ed storage/retrieval system.
To see floor plans, or take
a virtual tour of the library,
visit www.gvsu.edu/library/
newbuilding/.
“This was a university
wide effort and I would like
to thank all of the students
for coming out and showing
their support to our donors
and being a part of history,”
Martus said. “We were espe
cially happy that Kate Pew
Wolters was able to be a part
of this milestone for what
will be her mother’s library.
Finally, a thank you to Presi
dent Haas for his support in
this effort as well as the fac
ulty and staff that put hours
of planning into this event.
It was a great day for the
Laker community to gather
and celebrate.”
managingeditor@
lanthorn.com

GVL / Anya Zentmeyer

Leading Lakers: PresidentThomas J. Haas (left) stands with his wife Marcia and James Moyer, assistant vice president of
,
Facilities Planning during Thursday's beam singing. Both were part of the senior management team that spearheaded the event.

AODERALL

UAS

continued from A1

continued from A1

collegiate athletes to use the
drug without a legitimate
prescription and adequate
medical records indicating
the student has been diag
nosed with ADHD.
Prescription medication
abuse is a growing prob
lem nationwide, particularly
among people under the age
of 25.
The American College
Health Association’s Na
tional College Health As
sessment from the spring of
2011 found that 7.8 percent
of college students were us
ing stimulants not prescribed
to them, an increase from 7
percent in the spring of 2010
and from 6.8 percent in the
spring of 2009.
In addition, a 2009 study
by Substance Abuse and
Mental Health Services
administration discovered
that among people 18 to 22
years old, full-time college
students are twice as likely
to use stimulants for non
medical reasons compared
to non-students or part-time
students.
The same study found
that these students were al
most three times as likely
as those who had not used
Adderall non-medically to
have used marijuana in the
past year, eight times more
likely to have used cocaine
or be non-medical users of
prescription
tranquilizers
and five times more likely
to have been non-medical
users of prescription pain
relievers.
More than 50 percent
were also heavy alcohol us
ers or binge drinkers.
Alcohol Campus Educa
tion Services director and
licensed clinical psycholo
gist Eric Klingensmith said
many assume that because
medications like Adderall
have legitimate clinical uses,
that makes them “safe.”
“The first thing to re
member is that drugs like
Adderall, Ritalin and oth
ers like them are just that drugs,” Klingensmith said.
“In fact they are prescrip
tion medications which
means that a doctor needs to
evaluate their use based on
the individual they are pre
scribing to after an evalua
tion and assessment. Many
people believe that since
it is ‘medicine’ it must not
be that dangerous, however
this not the case.”
Adverse physical ef
fects from short-term Ad
derall use include nausea,
vomiting, heart palpita
tions, headache, chest
pain, dizziness, insomnia.

!

"The first thing to remember is that
drugs like Adderall, Ritalin and others
like them are just that— drugs... Many
people believe that since it is 'medicine'
it must not be that dangerous, however
this not the case."

ERIC KLINGENSMITH

DIRECTOR OF GVSU
ALCOHOL EDUCATION SERVICES

fever and changes in vi
sion.
Psychological effects of
long and short-term use in
clude paranoia, severe de
pression upon withdrawal,
paranoia, psychotic epi
sodes, anxiety, mania, hallu
cinations and aggressive or
hostile behavior.
“They might produce
euphoria, they might tempo
rarily make it easier, but in
the long run there are signif
icant problems both in terms
of thinking, mood problems,
maybe even functionality,”
said ACES graduate assis
tant Alecia Smith.
Klingensmith added that
while medications like Ad
derall can benefit those with
disorders like ADHD, users
need to have their usage and
dosage evaluated and pre
scribed by a doctor.
“There are definitely a
legitimate need and use for
Ritalin, Adderall and other
medication prescribed for
attention issues,” he said.
“If a student believes they
are someone who needs to
be on this type of medica
tion then they need to see
their own physician or psy
chiatrist for a proper evalua
tion and prescription versus
borrowing, being given or
stealing someone else’s pre
scribed medications...
“Because of the attrac
tion for this medication to
help people study and focus,
those who are prescribed
the medication should make
sure they keep their medica
tions in a safe place and ac
counted for.”
Capt. Brandon DeHaan,
assistant director of the
Grand Valley Police Depart
ment. said GVSU is not im
mune to the statistical rise
nationwide of prescription
medication abuse.
“We are seeing an in
crease in those possessing
prescribed medication not
prescribed to them,” De
Haan said.
DeHaan added that the
unauthorized sale and use of
prescription medication is a

criminal offense.
Since Adderall is clas
sified as a controlled sub
stance, potential legal con
sequences include prison
time.
The unauthorized posses
sion of prescription medica
tion is a four-year felony,
while unauthorized distribu
tion is a seven-year felony.
One anonymous GVSU
student said they turned to
Adderall for the first time
when they had a lot of
homework leading up to ex
ams this semester and wor
ried they wouldn’t be able to
complete it on time.
After looking up the side
effects and drug interactions
of Adderall, the student de
cided to purchase a single
Adderall tablet from a class
mate. The student then split
the tablet and consumed
each half on two separate
days.
“I was able to ignore any
distractions,” the student
said of the pill’s effects.
“... I was just honed in on
my paper and able to clearly
think about my paper.”
The student said he or she
would be willing to take Ad
derall again if overwhelmed
by academic workload, but
would not do so “very often”
because he or she is wary of
addiction and dependency.
Smith suggested several
alternate study strategies for
students looking to ease the
stress of finals and manage
their workloads.
“Some of the safer ways
to focus during exam week
are to get enough sleep,
eat a healthy and balanced
diet, use meditation to help
concentrate or distress and
exercise,” she said. “Some
brain foods are dark choco
late, fish, nuts, beans and or
ange vegetables. Make sure
to take a short break every
hour or so while studying.”
For more information,
visit the ACES table in
Kirkhof Center on Thursday
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.ra.
clone @ lanthorn .com

structive feedback, they are
not burdened with numer
ous and frequent formal re
views.”
As of now, faculty have
two contract renewal re
views and one tenure review
dispersed through years two,
four and six.
“The problem is that in
year two, they get reviewed
in January, and they put their
materials together in the
fall, so they only have two
to three semesters to show,”
said professor Kurt Ellenberger, chair of the Faculty
Personnel Policy Commit
tee. “Scholarship can take
years to get published, the
first year is really focused on
teaching, and they’re not ex
pected to do a great deal of
service either. Yet, those are
the three things that they are
evaluated on.”
Ellenberger said the time
before the evaluation pe
riod is very short and does
not give instructors ade
quate time to accomplish as
much as they would hope
to. The proposal eliminates
one of the contract renewal
reviews and allows faculty
two and a half years before
going up for their first re
view, which Ellenberger
said would provide new
instructors more time to ac

climate to their positions.
“This would give them
25 years to really get their
teaching solid, their scholar
ship going and begin their
service work,” he said. “But,
we have also proposed that
they be reviewed every year
during a separate process
that is not as involved as a
formal review, so this actu
ally strengthens the feed-,
back they would get while at
the same time reducing the
number of reviews.”
Ellenberger said the uni
versity began discussing
possible changes three years
ago.
“We were looking at
voting issues for untenured
faculty, and the issue of our
three-review process came
up because it appeared to
be idiosyncratic,” he said.
“We also heard about a lot
of problems that can arise
when you review someone
who has only been here for a
few semesters. So, it started
as an ancillary issue, but
FPPC was then charged by
the Senate to study the issue
and make recommendations,
if we had any.”
Mekik said faculty mem
bers who are beyond their
first year at GVSU will not
be affected by the change
in any major way, but will
receive more formal yearly
feedback from their depart
ments and will participate in

.V'
more mentoring sessiops.
Furthermore, the amount
of tenured faculty will nei
ther increase nor decrease,
Ellenberger said.
Ultimately, the university
looks to foster faculty pro
fessional improvement and
academic growth from the
changes.
“The goal with this policy
change is to retain the best
faculty at Grand Valley and
to facilitate the development
of their careers while em
ployed here,” Mekik said.
“The new proposal seeks
a balance between timely,
constructive and formative
feedback to untenured , fac
ulty and a fair evaluation
process for the retention and
promotion of those faculty.”
Now that the UAS has
approved the policy change,
which was formally pro
posed as a collaborative ef
fort between the Faculty Per
sonnel Policies Committee,
the University Counsel and
the Provost’s Office, Provost
Gayle Davis will decide the
next steps. If Davis approves
the recommendations from
the UAS, she will consult
other colleagues in senior
management, like the Uni
versity Counsel, President
and Board of Trustees and
then implement changes as
necessary, Mekik said,.'
news @ lanthorn rom
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drives?
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EDITORIAL

Short-term effects of Adderall aren't worth the long-term implications of unauthorized
use, especially when there are other ways to deal with academic pressures and stress
e could use this space to lecture
Qunch time is upon us and with finals a
or say that no one without a
mere week away the tempting allure of
prescription should be using
study drugs is rising, but that doesn’t make
Adderall or other medications, but we’re
themall
the best choice.
adults here — college is college, and you’re
Almost every college student graduates
going to do what you’re going to do.
with at least one all-nighter under their belt,
mat’s not to say we condone abusing
but staying up all night to cram is rarely the
Adderall or other “study drugs’’ — it’s
best option, and with only seven days be
illegal, after all — but just like deciding to
tween now and the start of exams, budgeting
drin^ underage, use drugs or zoom down
your time well and giving yourself ample
Lak^ Michigan Drive at 80 miles per hour,
time to write papers and study for exams is
all o' us are responsible for our own choices
the best way to ensure success — besides,
and he consequences that come with them.
studies have shown the material you study

W

QUESTION OFTHE ISSUE

the night before doesn’t stick very well,
anyway.
Even if, like many of us, you find
yourself stuck in the library dueling your
classmates for outlets the night before a term
paper is due, alternating coffee and cold
•water is surprisingly effective at keeping
you alert, awake and coherent. Adderall
may help you focus in the short term, but
it’s classified with drugs like cocaine and
methamphetamine in regard to its habit
forming nature. Yes, this exam is 50 percent
of your grade, but is it really worth the risk

of long-term dependency and addiction'?
Besides, the exhaustion that comes after the
high is much more daunting than doing col
lege the old-fashioned way — with a lot of
complaining, caffeine and will power.
Is success still success when it’s been
manufactured? We don’t think so, and we
hope you don’t either.
So, keep on keeping on, GVSU. Before
you know it, the sky will be blue, the rhythm
and regiment of the semester will fizzle out
and the phrase “I pulled an all-nighter” will
have only the most positive of connotations.

COURTESY CARTOON I BY KING FEATURES

you think non-prescription
derail use is dangerous?
"As a prescription drug there
are reasons why it is not over
the counter, obviously there are
probably some dangers. I don't
think it's dangerous, personally."

TIM GODFREY

■

*

Senior, cell and molecular biology
Petoskey, Mich.
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"When used in moderation and
only once in a while, it's not
dangerous. But if used every
study session and a dependency
develops, it could have
implications."

*
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JACOB KREUZER

a*

Senior, natural resource management
Plainwell, Mich.
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"I have no formal education
in pharmaceuticals, nor have I
researched the topic enough to
have an insightful answer to this
question."

I need to go to the store (you assume)

ERIC BRIDGES

"I think that minimal use of
Adderall in situations where the
intensity of school and work are
excessive and needed, then it
is OK. Overuse of any drug isn't
good; however, it can help get you
focused."
ASHLEY BROWN
Senior, accounting and finance
Clarkston, Mich.

"I feel non-prescription use of any
prescription drug is dangerous."

■k dAr*.
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JOHN BAAR
'.Vlfc .
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Senior, finance
Hudsonville, Mich.

»
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Senior, management and finance
Zeeland, Mich.
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BY CHRIS SLATTERY
GVL COLUMNIST

Dear freshmen.
How did everything go?
Did you have a good first
year of college? I sure hope
so. I hope you feel like you
got something out of having
me as your parental figure.
But for now, I have to go out
for a pack of smokes.
Don’t worry. I’ll be right
back. I’m just going around
the comer. You be good
for the Lanthorn's editor in
chief, Sam Butcher, while
I’m gone.
When I took you under
my wing, like a helpful
seagull, at the beginning
of the year, I had no idea
how much I would watch

you grow (that Freshman
15 thing isn’t a myth). You
learned when to effectively
skip class, how to give up
double-spacing after periods
and that Taylor Lautner was
a liar when he said he was
coming to GVSU after film
ing the Twilight movies —
the important things in life.
I want you to think about all
of those things while I load
these suitcases into the back
of my pickup.
Hey, hey. Don’t cry. I
promise to come right back.
Have I ever lied to you?
Like the time when I sided
with Dr Pepper Ten, spoke
out against vegetarians or
reported that the construc
tion of the new library would
cease, I’ve always been 100
percent transparent and seri
ous with what I say. Speak
ing of the library, did you
sign the beam last Thursday?
It’s really coming together

over there.
Daddy needs his cigs,
because sometimes you can
be so... ugh... never mind.
I know that I’ve called you
things like “lazy” or “annoy
ing” or “a huge mistake,” but
it’s only because I love you
so much and want you to see
your true potential. Being the
best you that you can be is
the greatest gift of all, other
than my copy erf the house
key that I’m leaving on the
kitchen table. Just for safe
keeping, don’t worry.
I haven’t felt suffocated
at all and do not think about
the greener pastures beyond
the confines erf Grand Rapids
with such frequency that
these past few weeks have
been hardly more than a
countdown to a freedom I
have never before felt. It’s
been made abundantly clear
that I belong here. Forever.
So step away from the car

door and don’t look at me
like that. I’ll always be with
you in some way or another.
No, I’m sorry, you can’t
come with me. This is a
grown-up field trip. Be
sides, I know you have a lot
of studying to do for next
week’s exams. You need to
stay in school for a few more
years and get good grades so
you don’t end up in a selfrealized trap of your own
failures and insecurities. Not
that I would know, champ...
Don’t think of this as a
goodbye because we’ll see
each other again soon. In the
meantime, here’s 10 bucks to
get a video game or some
thing. Be good now. I’ll be
back faster than you can say,
“Wait a minute, I didn’t think
that Chris smoked...”
Love,
Chris Slattery
cslottery@ lanthorn rom
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goal of the Grand
The u inflate got
Valle) fsanthom opinion page is to
stimul A discussion and action on
topics of interest to the Grand Val
Icy CtWpunity. Student opinions
do ix*( Meet those of the Grand
Vi
The fftid Valley I .anthorn
welt nines reader viewpoints and
offers jthree vehicles of expres
sion fpr reader opinions: letters
to the editor, guest columns and
phono responses
letter} must include the author's
name and be accompanied by
current picture identification if
dmpp^doff in person Letters will
be cheated by an employee of the
(rrandl Valley Lanthorn

Letters appear as space permits
each issue The limit for letter
length is one page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense letters and columns
for length restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed
The Grand Valley Lanthorn will
not be held responsible for errors
that appear in print as a result of
transcribing handwritten letters or
e-mail typographic errors
The name of the author may be
withheld for compelling reasons
The content, information and views
expressed are not approved by nor
necessarily represent those a(the
university, its Board of Trustees,
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BY ANDREW JUSTUS
GVL ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

“In a democracy people
will always get the govern
ment they deserve .”
This quote by some
french man back in the
day has always been true of
representative government
but is especially true today.
The picking of competent
politicians and the oversight
of those who are already in
power, rests with us and us
alone.
It is up to us citizens to
educate ourselves about what

is going on in the govern
ment so we can make good
choices about how our coun
try, states and cities are run.
The rise of super PACs,
the Tea Party and other ob
stacles to good government
are still no match as long as
the vast majority of people
are reasonable and well
informed.
Today, we the people
have more access than
ever to our elected officials
and the governments they
run. We have the ability to
become more informed than
ever before about the inner
workings of the government
and the democratic pro
cess. Websites like Politico,
com and OpenCongrcss.
org are effective sources
for non-partisan news and
information. More traditional

i

i

sources like the Washington
Post newspaper and NBC’s
“Meet The Press” are also
good sources of news about
national politics that aren’t
too partisan.
In addition to being
informed, it’s the job of us
regular people to be active
in telling our representa
tives in government how we
would like to be governed.
No amount of lobbying
or underhanded campaign
contributions can overpower
a flood of emails and other
correspondence from com
mon men and women. We
hold the ultimate authority
over elected officials because
we can vote them out or keep
them around. No special
interest can cast a vote, it can
only try to buy the influence
of the voting public.

Some people volunteer on
campaigns or go into politics
themselves, but that is a bit
much to ask of ordinary
people who may not be as
geeked about politics. Such
a spectacular effort is also
not necessary if only more of
our fellow citizens would get
involved on some level with
our government.
At times when political
discourse is divisive and the
policies of some so-called
leaders seem out of touch
with common sense it may
seem like being involved in
politics is a lost cause. There
is no better time for the voice
of reason to stand up and be
counted then when the only
others opening their mouths
are ndiculous.
assistantnews@
lanthorn rom
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American nightmare: a reality for too many
The death of Trayvon
Martin was not a random,
unusual case of injustice.
In regards to the circum
stances surrounding his
death, nothing separates
Trayvon from every other
black male in America.
Trayvon was minding his
own business when he was
killed for ‘looking suspi
cious.’ It could have just as
easily been a fellow Laker
walking back from Cop
per Beach late one night.
Aaron Campbell, Oscar
Grant, Victor Steen, Steven
Eugene Washington, Barry
Deloatch, Steven Rodri
guez, and Sean Bell are just
a few names of other un
armed black men recently
shot to death by the police.
This disturbing pattern must
be recognized for what it
is and it must be stopped.
Treating Trayvon as a
singular, arbitrary instance
of injustice is avoiding the
truth and doing nothing
to help eradicate the true
problem.
And the true problem is
not Zimmerman. As Diane
Nash, a leader of the Free
dom Riders, told us: people
are never your enemy; it is
beliefs, ignorance, unjust
environments, etc. Get
ting rid of the bad people
will do little to solve the
problem as it will leave the
corrupted system intact.
Do not misconstrue this.

Of course the murderers of
these innocent men need to
be locked up. But that, by
itself, is far from enough.
Locking Zimmerman up
will not bring Trayvon
back. Nor does it address
the cause of his death. And
merely voicing disgust
for police brutality, racial
profiling and injustice will
not produce much change.
A much deeper analysis
is necessary to ensure we
direct our efforts towards
fighting the true culprit. We
need to ask: why did the
police kill these innocent
men? Well, some officers
were overtly racist bigots
consciously abusing their
authority. Some actually
feared for their lives.
Why did they fear
for their lives? Because
America has a serious
psychological disorder. It
is Black Male Phobia. We
are deadly afraid of all
black males. Their attire,
socioeconomic status and
behavior are irrelevant fac
tors in this fear. Size and
shade of skin color alone
(biological factors outside
of their control) determine
the amount of fear that
will be immediately felt
by those in their presence.
They could be trying to
help their neighbor with her
groceries, wearing the same
exact outfit as the white boy
next to them, or probably

;

"This disturbing pattern must be
recognized for what it is and it
must be stopped."

Support
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CHRISTINA RESEIGH
PRE-NURSING MAJOR

even knitting a scarf and
they will be perceived as
‘shady’ or ‘suspicious.’
The majority of Ameri
cans suffer from Black
Male Phobia but I think it is
safe to say that white Amer
ica suffers from the worst
case of it, despite the fact
that they are 4 to 5 times
more likely to be victim
ized by a white person than
a black person. By medical
dictionaries, a ‘phobia’ is
defined as an obsessive,
irrational, intense fear and
is considered to be a mental
disorder when it interferes
with social functioning.
(I would argue that the
deliberate and unremorseful
killing of innocent people
is evidence of major social
dysfunction).
Zimmermans will come
and go, get incarcerated and
released, but as long as we
do nothing to eliminate this
deadly fear, black men will
continue to be, by far the
greatest victims of murder

as they are safe nowhere.
So let us not get caught
up in trends that accomplish
practically nothing, such as
taking a picture with one’s
hood on for Trayvon Mar
tin. Let us not only scream
“Justice for Trayvon” or
“Justice for Troy Davis,”
lest we be filled with the
same pain just screaming a
different name (maybe even
of someone we personally
know) in a couple months
or years. Let us scream
“Protect our Black Men”
and work to cure this debili
tating illness that turns even
kind, relatively non-racist,
fairly intelligent men into
murderers and judges
and jurors into complete
imbeciles. And let us do so
expeditiously because I’ll
be damned if one of my
loved ones ends up being
next and I am not the only
one whd feels that way.

whaleradio.org
6 V $ U iliOil * I * . •

%mtfjorn
Student-run organizations .,
of Grand Valley

CHRISTINA RESEIGH

PRE-NURSING MAJOR

^arrabba^
ITALIAN GRILL.

Congratulations Graduates!
Carrabba’s will be opening early for your
convenience on April 28th.
Reservations will be accepted between 12:00 and 4:00.
Normal call ahead seating will apply after 4:00.
Grandville 269-3020
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Consult to success: Senior Dale Johnson (pictured) was namedTutor of the Year by the East Central Writing Centers Association,
and took home a $200 prize following the annual ECWCA conference in March. Johnson majors in professional writing at GVSU.

Writing consultant named
ECWCA Tutor of the Year
BY SAMANTHA BELCHER
GVL STAFF WRITER

fter spending three
years doing research
and helping hun
dreds of Grand Valley
University students as a
peer consultant in the Frederik Mejier Center for Writ
ing and Michigan Authors,
GVSU senior Dale Johnson
is finally being recognized.
Johnson, a professional
writing major, received an
award certificate and a $200
prize for winning the East
Central Writing Centers
Association (ECWCA) Tu
tor of the Year Award at the
annual ECWCA conference
in March. Students of the
Writing Center travelled to
Indianapolis, Ind., to attend
the conference, which was
hosted by Indiana University-Purdue University India
napolis.
In order to receive the
aw^rd, Johnson researched

A

the topic of self-efficacy and
presented his work at the
conference. He said he con
ducted much of his research
in the Writing Center and
in classrooms while he was
State
helping other students.
“There are no shortage
of things that makes Dale
a good writer,” said Patrick
Johnson, assistant director
of the GVSU Writing Cen
ter.
Dale and seven other
GVSU students presented at
the annual conference, but
he has participated in many
more over the past two years,
during which he served as a
lead consultant, training and
guiding new consultants.
Patrick said Dale is a role
model consultant & the writ-, „
ing center.
“I like to think of my
consultations as conversa
tions,” Dale said, adding
that he wanted to become a
writing consultant after hav
ing direct interaction with

a writing consultant in his
Writing 150 course fresh
man year. “All the students
I work witl;have such inter
esting ideas ... It makes me
excited.”
He said his favorite ses
sions with students involve
brainstorming for papers,
and watching the develop
ment of a paper is very re
warding.
“I love getting to see a
paper develop over time,”
he said.
•
But Dale said his favorite
part of consulting overall is
b^ing able to work with stu
dents.
“He |Dale] adapts to stu
dents’ needs,” he said, add
ing that he has a calmness
that puts sjufipnts at,ease.
Dale said he hopes stu
dents understand that writ
ing is universal, and he said
he hopes “students feel more
empowered and prepared
with their writing.”
Despite Dale’s leadership

and experience as a consul
tant, he uses the Writing
Center as a resource him
self, and said he even enjoys
going over his own papers
with other consultants. But
the other workers aren’t the
only ones who have influ
enced Dale’s academics.
“We pick up info from
students we work with,” he
said.
After graduating at the
end of this semester, Dale
said he considers going into
writing center administra
tion or starting a writing
center at another school.
He also has a minor in art
and design, which he said
he would like to incorporate
into his writing career. He
added that he wants to intqfr
act with the art community
and has considered doing
promotional writing for art
galleries.
“He is capable of doing
anything,” Patrick said.
sbelcher@ lanthorn .com
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GV takes on Beehive Building Day

; *

s

BY LlZ GARUCK
GVL ;STAFF WRITER

I

Grand Valley State Uni
versity’s Meijer Campus
in Holland hosted Beehive
Building Day on Saturday to
teach visitors why bees are so
important in shaping society.
Anne Marie Fauvel, pro
fessor of liberal studies and
an 4vid beekeeper, said she
Cho^e the Meijer campus
to |nstall two new apiar
ies,' or beehives, because
it provides a rural environ
ment for them and the bees
Woijld benefit the neighbor
ing‘blueberry farmers and
VanRaalty Farm. She added
that this project would also
benefit from the Holland
Beekeeper’s association.
With these two beehives,
the hope is to collect data
every 15 minutes during
the day along with mini
mal weather information,
which will be uploaded
onto a website and contrib
uted to the HoneyBeeNet
project, a NASA endeavor
providing a central location
for the collection and shar
ing of nectar flow records.
Now that funding has been
approved, nothing is stop
ping Fauvel and her crew,
comprised of the “Green
Team” she founded four
years ago. Those involved
include GVSU faculty, staff
and community members
as well as the Grand Valley
Beekeeping Club.
Jennifer Holt, a GVSU
senior, started the Grand
Valley Beekeeping Gub in
November 2011.
“Over the past several
yean I have become more
and more passionate about

$1.00
Off
Any Purchase ^
Courtesy Photo / Ann Marie Fauvel

Buzzing around: GVSU professor Ann Marie Fauvel and her children work on her own apiary.

sustainability, so when
Anne Marie Fauvel asked
if I would be interested in
helping her bring two hives
to GVSU 1 told her that I
would love to,” Holt said.
“Through the process of
grant writing it became ap
parent that our project was
more likely to be successful
with more student support,
so I decided to start the bee
keeping club.”
The GV Beekeepers be
came official at the end of
last semester and has been
slowly growing as word
gets around.
Holt said some people
may be unaware of how
much honeybees are respon
sible for pollinating a huge
amount of food, as well as
alfalfa for livestock. Other
uses for bees include prod
ucts used for candles, medi
cine and cosmetics. These
\

insects also have implica
tions for sociology or poli
tics with the caste systems
in their hives, and there has
even been work in training
honeybees to find bombs.
Holt said honeybee popula
tions are declining, mainly due
to the emergence of Colony
Collapse Disorder, or CCD.
“Honeybees have begun
to simply fly away from
their hive, leaving behind
their brood,” she said. “No
cause has been found, but
the most recent theory is that
CCD is caused by a combi
nation of the threats facing
honeybees today. These
threats are numerous, rang
ing from increased pesticide
use, commercialization of
beekeeping and decreased
immunity to pests and dis
eases. The threats even go
so far as the genetic modifi
cation of honeybees through

the artificial insemination
[of] their queens.”
Holt said the goal for
this event was to build the
beehives in an educational
and friendly environment.
She added that even though
the club is small, she would
love to build a network of
beekeepers and offer bee
keeping services to those
who are interested.
Holt said the challenges
of building apiaries include
securing funds and convinc
ing people that the honey
bees wouldn’t create a threat
to students’ safety, as well as
debunking common miscon
ceptions about honeybees.
For more information
about beekeeping, contact
Jennifer Holt at holtje®
mail.gvsu.edu or search
Grand Valley Beekeepers on
Facebook.
e garlick ® lanthorn .com
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SHORTS
M. golf takes 4th at
Detroit Titans Invite
On Saturday, the Grand
Valley State University
men's varsity golf team
placed fourth at the De
troit Titans Invitational at
Prestwick Village in High
land, Mich. The Lakers had
a three-round team total of
892 (+28) and had several
golfers place favorably as
individuals.
Sophomore Chris Cun
ningham led the Lakers at
fourth place with 73 (+1)
during the final day and 213
(-3) overall for the tourna
ment, trailing the medalist
by only four strokes. Fresh
man Joel Siegel placed
21st and had a score of 224
(+8) for the tournament.
The Lakers will play next at
the Ashland University In
vitational on Saturday and
Sunday in Ohio.

Series sweep over Tiffin highlighte
by Brugnoni's historic performanc

BY ZACH SEPANIK

GVSU cruised to a 12-1
win in game one, and then
followed that up with an
n the Grand Valley
11-2 victory in the night
State University base cap.
ball team’s sweep of
Brugnoni’s 3-for-3 per
Tiffin University on Sat formance in game one in
urday, sophomore first cluded three runs scored,
baseman
Giancarlo
five RBI and a new GVSU
Brugnoni stepped to single-game record of 11
the plate six times.
total bases, proved to be a
The first at bat was
big reason why the offense
a triple, the first of his
was firing on all cylinders.
career, but the next four
Senior third baseman
were of a more historic va Brian Robinson chipped in
riety as Brugnoni smacked
two hits and an RBI, while
four home runs in fourfreshman center fielder
consecutive at bats.
Mike Nadratowski had two
Behind the long ball
hits, two runs scored and
and dependable pitching, two stolen bases.
the No. 20 Lakers (26Senior Kyle Schepel
10 overall, 16-6 GLIAC)
earned his seventh win of
swept a four-game series
the season on the mound,
against Tiffin University, pitching five innings of
winning both games of one-run ball, allowing four
their doubleheaders on
hits and striking out five.
Saturday and Sunday at
“It feels like we are
Laker Baseball Field, to
playing with confidence,”
push their winning streak
Lyon said. “A lot of guys
are contributing and our
to 11 games.
“The wind was blowing
pitching is holding up. I am
out to right field and as a
feeling a little more opti
team, our right-handed hit mistic than I felt a couple of
ters really do a good job of weeks ago, but I was never
staying back and trying to down on the team. They are
use the whole field,” said just starting to gel.”
GVSU head coach Steve
Senior Jared Cowan
Lyon. “It was good to see
also added two hits, two
double-figure runs every
runs, and three RBI to help
Brugnoni pace the Laker
game. In three of the four
games we scored at least
offense in game two.
four runs in the first inning
“I was feeling good and
seeing the ball well,” Bru
which really makes the
gnoni said. “Now that we
pitcher’s job easier.”
In Saturday’s contests, are rolling, we are just not

GVL STAFF WRITER
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M. Tennis drops 5-4
decision at Ferris
The Grand Valley State
University men's varsity
tennis team fell to Ferris
State University, 5-4 on
Thursday.
The Lakers did well
in singles, with Andrew
Darrell, Benny DelgadoRochas, and Marc Roesslein winning the first,
second and third singles
games, but the Lakers fell
in doubles. Partners Delgado-Rochas and Bryan
Hodges were the only Lak
er duo to win their second
doubles match, 8-5. Darrell
and Roesslein lost 8-3, to
the Bulldogs, while Dan
Jarboe and Josh Kazdan
fell 8-2.
The Lakers will play
next at the GLIAC Tourna
ment on Friday in Midland,
Mich.

I■ \

STANDINGS
----------------------------------- :--------------------------------

SOFTBALL
GVSU
Ashland
Wayne State
Ohio Dominican
Hillsdale
Findlay
Ferris
Tiffin
Northwood
Saginaw Valley
Lake Superior
Lake Erie

19-7
17-8
15-9
14-9
13-10
12-11
12-11
13-12
13-12
10-13
4-20
2-22

BASEBALL
Lake Erie
GVSU
Ashland
Wayne State
Saginaw Valley
Ohio Dominican
Northwood
Tiffin
Findlay
Hillsdale

14-5
15-6
13-6
10-6
11-8
8-8
6-12
6-13
5-14
5-15

W. TENNIS
Northwood
Wayne State
GVSU
Ashland
Ferris
Lake Superior
Ohio Dominican
Saginaw Valley
Tiffin
MichiganTech
Hillsdale
Findlay
Lake Erie

12-0
11-1
10-2
9-3
8-4
7-5
6-6
5-7
4-8
3-9
2-10
1-11
0-12

stopping. Our pitching
been there all season, so
long as we stay
and keep hitting, we
be in good shape the rest
the way.”
./#On Sunday, the LakerS^j
continued their winning^5J
ways, defeating the Drag
ons 11-4 in game one and’***'
holding on to win 12-6 in'
game two.
Cowan led the offense £■
in the opener with three.j}
hits and two runs scored. ••
Anderson had two hits, in-,
eluding a home run, while
freshman shortstop Kevin
Zak hit a three-run home
run to go with senior Der-, ^
rik Strzalkowski’s grand
slam.
The offense conti n-.
ued its barrage in the final f
game of the series, explod- >.
ing for 15 hits, including *
Brugnoni’s 11th home run
of the season.
“We have done a re- } 1
ally good job of doing the1'
small things,” Cowan said.
“I definitely think we have *
turned the comer. From
one through nine, we are
just starting to click. We
just have to keep the momentum up.”
The Lakers continue
GLIAC play with double- ;
headers on the road this
Saturday
and
Sunday 1
against the University of
Findlay.
J
zsepamk@ *
, ,
H
lanthorn.com

SOFTBALL

Senior send-off
Lakers see success in final homestand,
Woods earns 800th career win
BY JON VAN ZYTVELD
GVL ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Home-field send-offs are always
difficult, but the Lakers managed to
take it in stride and go out on a high
note.
Over the weekend, the Grand Val
ley State University softball team host
ed three conference opponents, taking
five of the six GLIAC games.
“It was a good weekend, there was
a lot going on,” said GVSU coach
Doug Woods. “We hit pretty well to
day. There are always a few things we
can work on in regards to fielding, but
I was very satisfied. Along with Ohio
Dominican, we were essentially tied
with Ashland for the first place in the
conference, so it was great to get those
wins.”
On Friday, the Lakers (36-10) won
both games against Ohio Dominican
University, 4-2 and 4-3, respectively.
The Lakers established early leads in
both games and held on to their advan
tage until the end.
The first victory was a career mile
stone for coach Woods, who earned his
800th victory, a landmark that was 22
years in the making.
“The wins are more the players
then they are the coach,” Woods said.
“However, I’d be lying if I said it
wasn’t a big deal. Not too many coach

es have got that number.”
On Saturday, the Lakers split the
doubleheader against Ashland Univer
sity, the GLIAC South Division leader.
As the GLIAC leaders overall, as well
as for the North Division, the Lakers
prepared themselves for two of their
most difficult games of the season.
Ashland led from the first inning and
kept up their strong offense in order
to defeat the Lakers, 6-1. The Lak
ers regrouped in game two, and Katie
Martin’s home run in the ninth inning
broke the score-less tie, giving GVSU
the 1-0.
Senior pitcher Andrea Nicholson
was injured in game one after being
struck in the face by a line drive and
was taken to the hospital. While her
condition is stable and expected to im
prove, she is out for the season, which
will conclude her career as a Laker.
“I hope I can do Andrea justice on
the mound,” said Kayla Hurd, who,
along with junior Hannah Santora,
replaced Nicholson for the rest of the
weekend’s games. “We just want to
make her proud. It was my first confer
ence start, but I was ready. They got to
me in the last inning, but it was defi
nitely a great weekend overall.”
Sunday brought two more victories
for the Lakers, this time against Lake
Erie College. The Lakers won a shut
out mercy win in the first, 9-0, and then

GVL / Robert Mathews *>

Contact: Junior Emily Holt at bat against Ashland University this weekend.
•

returned for a 13-3 win in the second
game.
“We really came together as a team
this weekend,” said Maggie Kopas,
who had a three-run home run for the
Lakers on Sunday. “It felt great to do
well today and get that home run. We’ll
return to practice and work hard like
we always do before our next games.”
With their home games behind
them for the season, the Lakers will
return to the road on Wednesday for
another double-header against Hills-

•. i
if.'ll

dale University. Despite splitting a*i‘v'
double-header with Hillsdale earlier in
the year, the leakers believe that they
are prepared to play well and earn sev-',
eral more victories before the end of , .1
• :it
the season.
“We just have to keep playing oVi
strong,” Hurd said. “We’re doing well
with hitting, as you can see from the
number of runs we’ve been making..
I’d say that we are definitely ready for'
Hillsdale.”
I**1
assistontsports @ lanthorn com t.r.K
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SPRING SHOWCASE

i

GVL / Amalia Heichelbech

u

, Calm, cool and collected:The GVSU men's rowing team making waves at the Lubbers Cup
1 ^Regatta in Spring Lake over the weekend.The men lost the Points Cup to the University of
^•Michigan, but the women won the Women's Points Cup and Overall Points Cup.

^Michigan denies GV sweep
during Lubbers Cup Regatta
BY BRADY FREDERICKSEN
ft JOE MAHER-EDGIN
, GVL STAFF

. j In almost every men’s
event at Saturday’s 17th„ annual “Don” Lubbers Cup
-f Cup Regatta, the Grand Valj dey State University’s men’s
teams battled against a familiar foe for first place.
At the end of the day, that
foe, the University of Michi
gan, edged out the Lakers to
^ take the Points Cup in men’s
revents. On the women’s
-side, tbe_ JUteES. spafched
the Women’s Points Cup and
,,, the Overall' Points Cup, two
,,of three Regatta trophies.
... r “Michigan is a club sport
■like us but they’re wellorganized, their coach is

a GVSU graduate,” said
GVSU head coach John
Bancheri. “(They’re) a top
club team in the country,
regularly knocking off divi
sion I varsity teams. All 80
of our kids are rowing well
and rowing above and be
yond their classification tal
ent level.”
The men’s First Varsity
Four Final ended with the
Lakers finishing first with a
time of 6 minutes, 30.8 sec
onds, with Michigan State
University edging aaR Mich
igan for second by four sec
onds with a time of 6:35.7.
In the second flight, the race
came down to the very end
with with Michigan finish
ing in first, this time by only

-r:**

-f

"All 80 of our kids are rowing well
and rowing above and beyond their
classification talent level"
JOHN BANCHERI
HEAD COACH

t
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three-tenths of a second
ahead of GVSU.
In the men’s Novice
Eight Grand Final, the two
teams also were locked in
a tight race, this time it was
the Lakers (6:14.59) edging
out the Wolverines (6:15.0)
to win by one one-hundredth
of a second.
The women’s team high
lighted the Lakers perfor
mance at this year’s Regatta,
failing to take first place in
just three events. Despite
missing out ,qn .ffiaximum
points from the “Michaud
Family Cup” (Varsity Four
Final), the IX, and the Third
Varsity Four Final, the Lak
ers managed to steal second
place in each event and both
second and third in the Var
sity Four Final.
The Regatta, which has
been a process building
since the team organized
their winter snow removal
in September, proved to be
exactly what Bancheri and
the team had hoped for on
Saturday.
“For them to perform the
way they did yesterday I am
absolutely thrilled,” he said.
“(It’s) great for the universi
ty, great for the community
and great for the region.”
sports @ lanthorn .com
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GVL / Robert Mathews

Practice makes perfect: Grand Valley State University running backs practice on Grand
Rapids' Houseman Field during Saturday's Spring Football scrimmage on Friday.

Spring Game gives GV chance to. learn
BY BRADY FREDERICKSEN
GVL SPORTS EDITOR

pring practice served as a hub for
improvement, and the Grand Val
ley State University football team’s
Spring Game at Houseman Field on
urday served as a chance to showcase that
progress live and outside for the first time
this spring.
But the spring has worked in different
ways for the team.
The young players have gotten a chance
to get their feet wet and the upperclassmen
have had a chance to get back into the flow
of things, but the main focus this spring
wasn’t necessarily improving catching and
tackling.
“Coach Mitch has a perfect saying that
says ‘be 1/11th,’” said senior receiver Is
rael Woolfork. “Don’t worry about every
one else on the team, just worry about your
position and worry about that one play
and winning your match-up — I think that
holds for everybody.”
These 15 padded practices have served
as a time for the team to improve individu
ally, but that improvement has been aimed
toward improving the team as a whole —
being able to understand both sides of the
ball and improve in that player’s position.
They’re laid back, but confident as
they wrap practice up — shown by junior
quarterback Heath Parling’s explanation of
becoming comfortable in uncomfortable
situations ending with “so this guy’s not
picking off any of my passes over there.”
That guy was junior safety Erik Thomp
son, and even the team’s top players have
taken a sense of humor, and leadership,
during the spring,
Thompson and the defense will look
to rebound on a rough start last season.
Tackling has been few and far between this
spring, but Saturday’s game allowed the
unit get out and play while working with
that “be 1/11th” mentality in mind.
“It’s really just focusing on all of the
little things,” said junior linebacker Sam
Power. “You know, like ail of our assign
ments — making sure everyone is where
they’re supposed to be on the play — it’s
really been attention to detail this spring ”
Even though the Spring Game on Sat
urday was more of an open practice, play-

S

"You don't need to
make a spectacular
play, you just got to be
Sat consistent making the
routine play."

MATT MITCHELL
HEAD COACH

ers like Parting have seen the spring as a
chance to learn and the Spring Game is a
culmination of that.
“What Coach Mitch always stresses
is come mentally prepared to practice
and meetings every day and just be ready
to learn and get better,” he said. “I think
that’s the most difficult, but most impor
tant, part.”
Mental preparation is important at any
point in the season, but that ideal has given
the team more reason to buy into the “be
1/11th” philosophy.
“You don’t need to make the spectacular
play, you just got to be consistent making
the routine play,” Mitchell said. “That’s
what I’ve been all about, just make the
routine play, do your job and function as
1/11th of our offense, defense and special
team.”
That focus was seen throughout Satur
day’s game as guys in all facets of the of
fense found themselves on the field in dif
ferent situations.
It wasn’t a finished product on Satur
day, but that mindset’s goal is to help make
it one by September.
“You want leaders on your team, but
at the same time, you want guys who can
take care of their business,” Mitchell said.
“Just do your job, be a 1/11th, be part of
the organization, and by. being a part of the
organization — if we get everyone rowing
in the right direction, we’ll win games.”
sports @ lanthorn .com
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Hill Climbers

GVL Archive

Cool under pressure: Grand Valley State University junior Allyson Fritts (23) takes the ball
up field during a previous women's lacrosse match against Lindenwood University.

ft

Fritts, GV prevail in overtime
BY BRYCE DEROUIN
GVL STAFF WRITER

GVL Archive

Progress, progress, progress: A Grand Valley State University track team member takes the
lead during the Bob Eubanks Open IndoorTrack Meet, hosted at GVSU earlier this year.

Lakers sweep Hillsdale Invitational
BY BRYCE DEROUIN
GVL STAFF WRITER

"You want to keep progressing so
you're hitting your faster times and
best marks at the end of the season.
It's all about getting better each
week..."

uccess has followed
the Grand Valley
State
University
track teams all season long,
and that didn’t stop over the
weekend at the Hillsdale In
vitational.
The GVSU women won
11 events and scored 205.5
points to take home the
victory over second-place
Hillsdale, which finished
with 139.5 points. On the
men’s side, the Lakers tal Division II season thus far.
lied 201 points and 10 event Another highlight for the
victories, narrowly edging Lakers was sophomore Na
out second-place Hillsdale thaniel Hamersmith, who
was a member of the win
(198 points).
GVSU’s men and wom ning 4x100 relay team along
en have yet to lose in a with senior Xavier Parnell,
freshman Bren VanEnk and
scored meet this season.
,“We were solid across freshman Jesse Schwartz
the board,’’ said head coach who clocked in with a time
Jerry Baltes. “We didn’t of 41.33 seconds. Hammer
compete all our student- smith also took first in the
athletes. We rested some in 400-meter dash with a time
preparation for the remain of 48.27.
“This was actually my
der of the season. We really
focused on having kids step first 400 as a college ath
up and fill some roles and I lete,” he said. “So I was
kind of surprised running
thought we did that ."
Five women hit NCAA what I ran. I feel like I can
automatic-qualifying marks run faster than what I did,
with senior Lauren Bu- but I was very pleased with
resh (shot put), junior Liz what I did do on the course.
Murphy (hammer throw), I didn’t think about the dis
sophomore Kalena Frank tance or not running it be
lin (100-meter hurdles), fore. I just wanted to get out
senior Chanelle Caldwell there and get what I needed
(400-meter run) and sopho to do done.”
The results of the Lakers
more Alisha Weaver (high
track success can be direct
jump).
Sophomore Brett Myers ly tied to their work ethic in
cracked the NCAA Divi practice. However, it also
sion II qualifying mark list extends to what tliey do off
in pole vault. Myers cleared the track as well.
“The amount of work
the qualifying height of
4.90 meters (16 feet, 0.75 we put into practice and the
inches), which gave him preparation and constant
the sixth-best height in the working towards what we

S

JERRY BALTES

HEADCOACH

are trying to accomplish is
key,” Hammersmith said.
“We all spend time after
practice making sure we’re
iced down and staying
healthy overall. We always
push each other in practice
as well.”
Coach Baltes is pleased
with his team’s current suc
cess, but would like to see
his team continue to get bet
ter as the year goes on.
“Track and field is a
progression sport where
you have to get better each
week,” he said.“You want to
keep progressing so you’re
hitting your faster times and
best marks at the end of the
season. It’s all about getting
better each week so that
hopefully we can do that
for 3 to five more weeks so
we’ll be ready for the GLIAC championships and the
NCAA championships.”
The Lakers will be host
ing the A1 Owens Classic at
the GVSU Track and Field
Stadium on Friday, with
some student athletes will
be attending the Mt. SAC
relays in Walnut, Calif.,
Thursday through Saturday.
bderouin® lanthorn .com

The Grand Valley State
women’s lacrosse team
needed every second of
regulation and then some,
to pull out the 23-21 win
against Notre Dame Col
lege.
With only 33 seconds left
in the game, Notre Dame’s
Jill Dixon put the Falcons
(4-S) up 19-1&. However,
that left too much time on
the clock for junior Allyson
Fritts and the Lakers (8-6).
Fritts would score the
game-tying goal with only
14 seconds remaining to
tie the game up at 19 and
eventually send the game to
overtime.
“To be honest, it was al
most like I didn’t know what
happened,” Fritts said. “I
just knew I had to do what
was best for my team, so I
took it hard to the hole and
pulled out the goal.”
In overtime, it was the
Lakers who jumped out to
the lead. Goals by freshmen
Victoria Devine and Jordan
Luberto gave GVSU a 2220 lead. Fritts’ sixth goal of
the match safely secured the
Lakers’ 23-21 victory.

“That’s a fun one to
coach,” said head coach
Alicia Groveston. “It was a
good environment to be in,
the fans were wonderful and
our kids really worked hard.
Right now, we’re really
seeing the character of our
team and it was really ex
citing for us to see we were
up and down, but we never
completely fell over and we
stayed in it and worked our
■ butts off.
«■»- •*» The Lakers trailed for
much of the second’Half.
Notre Dame outscored the
Lakers 7-1 in the first 15:19
of the second half to take a
17-13 lead. But the Lakers
eventually found the holes
in the Notre Dame defense.
“Notre Dame ran a zone
defense,” Groveston said.
“The way to beat a zone is
to constantly send cutters
and find the open person,
and we started to do that at
the end of the game and in
overtime.”
Throughout the entire
game, GVSU maintained
their composure when Notre
Dame would make a run. A
majority of the team is com
prised of freshmen, but on
this night, their inexperience
wasn’t apparent.

“Our team showed in
credible strength and matu
rity,” said freshman Audrey
Kobe, who made 10 saves in
goal. “For a team mainly of
freshman, I think we played
like seniors tonight. On se
nior night, there was no
better way to represent our
senior class than how we
played tonight.”
The Lakers held a 40-35
shot advantage, while Notre
Dame had a- 26-20 draw ad
vantage. 1
7Tu4
hotne
game for the Lakers. The
Lakers finished their innagural season 5-1 at the GVSU
Lacrosse Stadium.
“It’s a wonderful experi
ence,” Groveston said. “This
facility is amazing and the
fan support that we’ve had
is outstanding. Just having
it be senipr night and their
last game and our first team,
and first seniors is just excit
ing. It’s the perfect storm,
the perfect game and we just
wanted to perform.”
GVSU will next be in ac
tion Friday at LindenwCod
University, the team tfey
opened their home sched lie
with in March.
bderouin @ lanthorn .aim
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fighting the stereotype: Students from Grand Valley State University professor Rik Stevenson's Introduction to African American Studies class stand outside of the Cook-Carillon clock tower.

TRAYVON MARTIN' S DEATH LEADS TO CLASSROOM INVESTIGATION AT GVSU
2
EJY BRIANA DOOLAN

found shot to death by self-appointed neigh
borhood watchman George Zimmerman last
month. Zimmerman had called 911 to report
hen Rik Stevenson walked into Martin as “suspicious.” Zimmerman asked
his classroom at Grand Valley the dispatcher whether he should take action,
State University wearing a hood but was told to wait for officers to respond
ed sweatshirt, the black professor to
looked
the scene. Zimmerman pursued Martin,
at his class and asked a simple, but loaded who was unarmed and carrying Skittles and
question: “Do I look suspicious?”
an Arizona Iced Tea, but Zimmerman claims
The introduction *was part of a larger ef the shooting was in self defense.
fort Stevenson would lead his Introduction
Zimmerman was charged with secondAfrican American studies students in, using degree murder Wednesday and was brought
investigative skill to follow up on the recent to the Seminole County jail in Jacksonville,
shooting death of Trayvon Martin.
Florida.
After seeing a photograph of the Miami
In the class’ article, which largely sum
Heat basketball team posing wearing hoods marized the case, attempted to explore why
in memory of Martin’s death, Zachary Whit Zimmerman pursued Martin after being told
tle, a student in Stevenson’s class, presented not to by the dispatcher.
the idea to have the class take their own
As a professor who is clearly enthused
photo, but Stevenson challenged his class to about his discipline, Stevenson makes sure
think of an action that would have a bigger his students are challenged and made to
impact than a photograph.
think about their effect on the world.
With Stevenson’s guidance, the class cre
"Students have the responsibility not
ated a special project covering the Trayvon only to get a degree, but also to affect their
Martin case, including an article, photo and circles of influence,” Stevenson said, “Be
video the class members all participated in cause they are the future and they have to
creating. Their objective was to critically ask themselves the question: what kind of
investigate the case and research the laws world do they want to live in, and also what
involved.
kind of world do they want to leave to their
Martin, a 17-year-old black male, was children?”
GVj. A&E EDITOR

W

Stevenson said his initial hope for this class was relevant to the project. The video
project was for his students to sense their created through this project is still being ed
power.
ited, but Stevenson said that the class does
“Students are important to the success of plan to show it publicly.
this country,” Stevenson
In light of the recent
said.
£
news, Stevenson also add
Zachary Whittle, a
ed how proud he was of his
"Now I realize this
sophomore , aud,. nursing.
M student’s involvement* in
major, in Stevenson’s > vv?8 a na^lonwic^e^ thi£ historical case.
.
class saicl fte purpose of V •Wotf Wit these*
“I think that the work
the project was to bring
that the class did was ‘re
students were a
awareness of the case to
warded’ by the arrest,” Ste
part of history."
students at GVSU, but
venson said. “Now I realize
also to the community.
that this was a nationwide
“My hopes for the
effort but, these students
project were to inform
were a part of history. The
RIK STEVENSON
people of the shooting,
article that was published
GVSU PROFESSOR
and to encourage them to
by GR Press will go down
take action and support
in history. Years from now
what they think is right,”
these students will be able
Whittle said. “We decided
to say to their children,
to do the project because
their students and their
we felt there were many
family, that they participat
people who didn’t know about the shooting ed in a historical event. They will be able to
so we wanted to raise awareness, and also pull up this article and show what they did
we felt that the crime wasn’t handled prop in an attempt to bring justice for a child who
erly and that it hasn’t seen justice yet.”
could be on his way to college.”
During the video, the students were asked
arts @ lanthorn .com
to answer why they were creating the video,
what they hoped to achieve and how the

DZ lends time, talent to revamp YWCA playroom
BY HANNAH MATRO
GVL STAFF WRITER

Eliminating racism and empowering
women are two core missions of the Young
Women’s Club of America, and one Grand
Valley State University sorority took that
mantle upon themselves for a large-scale
service project.
“Having volunteered at the YWCA in the
playroom a few times, we noticed the room
was in disrepair,” said Rachel Shinsky, a
philanthropy chair for Delta Zeta sorority.
“After presenting the idea to the chapter, ev
eryone was on board with giving the play
room a little TLC.”
Once the idea was formed, the mission
was immediately put into play.
.“From that moment on the plans were
in the works,” Shinsky said. “I went to the
playroom and wrote down all the things we
were going to improve and be repaired.”
Delta Zeta lent their woman-power and
time to support this organization, and raised
a total of $750 through online donations
from parents, alumni and local stores to re
vamp the area.
For more than 100 years, the YWCA has
provided a safe haven for individuals stuck
in precarious circumstances and offers ser
vices that support victims of domestic vio
lence, sexual assault and child sexual abuse.
These services include support groups, selfdefense classes and free or reduced child
care.
“As the philanthropy chair, I have been

"The weekend of work it took
for us to complete the play
room makeover was well worth
it and a small price to pay for
the joy it is going to bring to
families who use the facility."
RACHEL SHINSKY

PHILANTHROPY CHAIR
DELTA ZETA

striving to really emphasize the importance
of philanthropy and giving back to the com
munity,” Shinsky said. “The execution and
completion of such a large-scale project
gives me reassurance that the message I
have been trying to portray is getting across
to the women of Delta Zeta.”
With sheer elbow grease and a weekend
of dedication, the members of the sorority
cleaned,scrubbed,eradicated and spiffed up
the playroom, replacing the dingy rugs, the
dusty curtains and the dysfunctional toys.
They patched and spackled, primed, painted
and replaced the dated vinyl flooring.
“This project is something we, as a chap
ter, are very proud of,” Shinsky said. “The
weekend of work it took for us to complete
the playroom makeover was well worth it
and a small price to pay for the joy it is go
ing to bring to families who use this facil
ity.”
hmatro @ lanthorn jcom

Courtesy Photo / Rachel Shinsky

Fee# lift: GVSU's Delta Zeta'a renovated a playroom (pictured) at a local YWCA chapter.
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MARKETPLACE I
Announcements
CongnduloDan&. Graduating
Seniors! Carrabba's In
Gramlvllle wfll be opening
aady far your convenience on
April 28m. Reservations wM
be accepted between 12 00
and 4:00. Normal caa-aheed
seating will apply after 4:00.
J6t6}26©-3Q20

QvSu Facilities Services
manes you for helping to re
duce energy, natural gas and
water costs by making sme*
changes id your daily routine)
GvSU Facilities Services
thanes you for hewing to re
duce energy, natural gas and
water costs by making smaa
changes to your daily routine!
Join us during our extended
hours for Exam Cram at Ugro
Coffee. We will be open
8am-1am, Apr! 22nd-26th
See the Finals Survival Guide
for a |1 off coupon.
Move home with Pensks. Re
serve your truck onane and
save 10%. now through June
30th. QoPenske.com or
1 -800-GQ-PEm3k£.
Prepare for finals at Biggby
Coffee m AJlendaJe. Extended
hours for finals week) Open
until 2am. Sun.-Wed.. April
22-26. Allendale location
only

Join ue during our extended
Inis for Exam Cram at Ugro
Coffee. We will be open
8am-1am, Apm 22nd-26th.
See the Fmate Survival Guide
for a $1 off coupon.

Mb-

Will you be having some late
nights 0 the Hxary? QvSu
University Libraries is there
for your EEXAM CRAM. Aptl
18-26 More info available at

Boltwood
Apartments.
Pet-Friencfly. Huge Bed
rooms. & a Bus Slop Leases
start at $305 00 per montv
Call today to schedule a lour.

avsu.adu/torarv.

wwwbofewoodgvsucom

Services

Campus View. Rve dose to
campus and get the most for
your money. Apartments and
Townhouses
available.
Leases start at $286.00 per
montn.
Call
Todayl
616-885-6678
or
visit
www.campusvlewhousing.co
m

Lake Mchagan Credff Union
has 6 ATMs on Campus,
never pay a fee when you
need cash on campus. Cel
LMCU today* 016 248 0700
or vcit www lmcu org
Legal help for college stu
dents. We represent students
with MlP and all other crimi
nal charges. Renovo Law.
PUJC (616)208-8770

Employment
College Pro is now hiring
painters aM across the state
to work outdoors w/ot her
students. Earn $3k-6k. Ad
vancement opportunities
plus
Internships.
1-888-277-8787 or www.ooiieoepro.com.______________
Make Rfeiong friends. The Is
land House Hotel and Ryba’s
Fudge Shops are looldng for
help m aff areas: Front desk.
Bell 8taff.Walt Stuff. 8ates
Clerks. Kitchen. Baristas.
Housing, bonus and dtscounted
meals.
(806)-847-7186 www thelsiarKkiouse.com

Housing
At fOwoGt enjoy mdivtduai
leases, private bathrooms,
on-site bus stop & much
more1 Cel today for leasing
information 610-886-2400,
48west#48westnfo.
www.48west.com

Moments
in time
THE HISTORY CHANNEL

• On May 6, 1911, George M ale don
the man who executed at least 60 men
for “Hanging Judge" Isaac Parker, dies
of natural causes in Tennessee Paid
$100 for each hanging, be tried to be
a conscientious hangman who nnm
mixed suffering with a quick death
Maledon considered the job “honor
able and respectable work .”
• On April 30, 1927, the Federal
Industrial Institution for Women, the
first women's federal prison, opens
in Alderson, W Va All women serv
ing federal sentences of more than a
year were to be brought there, with the
vast majority imprisoned for drug and
alcohol charges imposed during the
Prohibition era
• On May 1,1931, President Herbert
Hoover officially dedicates New York
City’s Empue State Building The
entire 102-story building went up in
just over a year, under budget (at $40
million) and well ahead of schedule
During certain periods of building, the
frame grew an astonishing four-and-ahalf stories a week
• On May 5,1945, in Lakrview. Ore .
six people are killed while attempt
ing to drag a Japanese balloon out the
woods The explosive balloon was
one of a handful of Japanese attacks
against the continental United States,
which were conducted by Japanese
submarines and later by high-altitude
balloons carrying explosives or incen
diaries
• On May 3, 1952, a ski-modified
U S Air Force C-47 becomes the first
iuctaft to land on the North Pole, On
the flight was Dr Albert P Crary. a
scientist who tn 1961 trawled to the
South Pole by motorized vehicle,
becoming the first person m history to
haw stood on both poles
• On May 4, 1965, San Francisco
Giants outfielder Wilhe Mays hits his
512th career home run to break Mel
Ott’s National League record Mays
would finish his career with 660 home
runs, good for third on the all-time list
at tfe time of his retirement
On May 2, 1972. Steven Spielberg
begins filming “‘Jaws The produc
tion, which used three mechanical
sharks to great effect, enthralled audi
races and grossed $458 million tn its
theatrical release
C 2012 KJac IWnavr Sysd , tmc
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0168868075

Internships
GreenvWe Area Chamber of
Commerce
Job Title: Marketing Intern
Location: Greenville. Ml
Search Job 0:16662775
Far more information visa
www.gvGu.eduAakar)ob£
House Republican Constitu
ent Relations
Job Title: Constituent Rota
tions Intern
Location: Lansing. Ml
8earch Job 0 16660761
For more information visa
www gvsu edu/taJcerjobs
GmCh Wyoming Operations
Job Title: Product Engineer
ing mtem
Location: Wyoming. Ml
Search Job 0:16662769
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/takerlGbs

UBS Financial 9arvtoe&
Job Tme: Finance mtam
Location: Qrand Rapids. Ml
Search Jobd: 16662832
For more information visa
www gvsij edu/tei«er)ot>e

Rare
Job Tile: Pride Englleh Pro
gram internship
Location: Armgton. VA
Search Job 0:16662808
Far more information visa
www gvsu edu/lafcerjabs
UBS FmandW Serviees

FREE CLASSIFIEDS FOR STUDENTS,
FACULTY AND STAFF some restrictions apply
FOR COMMERCIAL RATES CALL 616-331-2460 Z"1
classifieds@lanthorn.com

Louis Padnos iron & Metal
Company
Job Tide: information Tech

&

MIGHTY

nology intern
Location: Holland. Ml
Search Job 0:16662708
For more information visa
www gvsu edu/lskerjaos

Miscellaneous

Job TUb: Finance intern
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Search Job 0:16662832
For more information visa
www.gvsu.eau/tataarjabe

Art Prtzs
Job Title: ArtPrtze Technol
ogy Internship
Location Grand Rapids. Ml
Search Job 0:15662862
For more information vte*
www.gvsu.edu/takar)abe
Commercial Affiance of Real
tors
Job Title: Marketing/Social
Me<xa Specialist
Location: Grand Rapids. Ml
Search Job 0:16662857
For more information visa
www.gvsu.edu/tokar)ob6

Get Caught Promotion Rules
and Restrictions. Only one
student or faculty is a winner
per issue. Readers wW be
chosen at random through
out the week on campus.
The prize awarded is
to-be-determined at random
but may Include gift cards,
t-shlrts. etc winners are re
quested to have their picture
taken and answer some
questions to be published in
the Lanthorn

Opportunities
Bartending. No Experience
Needed High income
potential. Training courses
avaitable.Cal
1-800-866-6620 ext 226

Grand Valley Stale University
Career Services
Job Tine: Marketmg/Commumcatlons intern
Location. Grand Rapids. Ml
Search Job 0:16662713
For more information visa
www gvsu edu/takerjobs/
SkinnyOtackDrees Inc.

Job Tine: Executive Assistant
Ljocatlon East Qrand Rapids.
Ml
Search Job O 15662706
For more information visa
wwwgvsuMu/Woer)ot)s/
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GO FIGURE!
The idea of Go Figure is to arrive
at the figures given at the bot
tom and right-hand columns of
the diagram by following the
arithmetic signs in the order
they are given (that is, from left
to right and top to bottom). Use
only the numbers below the
diagram to complete its blank
squares and use each of the
nine numbers only once.
DIFFICULTY: * *

★ Moderate * * Difficult
★ ★ * GO FIGURE!

by Linda Thistle
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_ _ _ _ _ King Crossword
ACROSS
1 Study hard
5 And so on
(Abbr.)
8 Halt
12 Volcanic
outflow
13 Ultra
modern
(Prof.)
14 Sulk
15 In due time
16 Liar, e.g.
18 60 seconds
20 Assault
21 Bedouin
23 That
woman
24 Bridge
player
who calls
trump
28 Faction
31 Past
32 Jeopardy
34 Mangy mutt
35 Nonsense
37 Translate a
cryptogram
39 Fond Explorer
or Isuzu
Rodeo
41 Norse
thunder god
42 Slowty, in
music
45 Low in
hemoglobin
49 Last page,
maybe
51 Ocean
motion
52 Requests

by Linda Thistle

Without rotating the small squares on the right, try to arrange them into
the pattern shown in the diagram at the left so that the number next to
each large triangle equals the sum of the four numbers in that tnangle.
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Try Squares

53 Antiquated
old-style
54 Walked (on) 9 Russian
comrade
55 Atomizer
output
10 Oil cartel
acronym
56 Type squares
57 Harvard rival 11 Fringe
benefit, for
DOWN
short
1 Chowder
17 Biblical verb
suffix
ingredient
2 Hindu
19 Snare
princess
22 Jaunty
chapeau
3 Shake
speare’s river 24 Light touch
4 Handbook
25 Id
counterpart
5 Ingratiated
6 Golf ball
26 Russian
horsemen
prop
7 Comical
27 Stones
Imogens
guitarist
8 Hits,
Keith

29 Payable
30 Make a
mistake
33 King of the
jungle
36 Most
massive
38 Attractive
40 Energy
42 Leading
man?
43 Lucy’s
hubby
44 Reed
instrument
46 Actress
Sorvino
47 “American

a

48 Relinquish
50 Shade tree

ARIES (March 21 to April 19) Tern
per your typical Aries urge to charge
mto a situation and demand answers
Instead, let the Lamb's gentler self
emetge to deal with a problem that
requites delicacy
TAURUS (April 20 to May 20) You
are aware of what s going on, so con
tinue to stand by your earlier decision,
no matter how persuasive the counter
arguments might be Money pressures
soon will ease.
GEMINI (May 21 to June 20) By
all means, have fun and enjoy your
newly expanded social life But don’t
forget that some people are depending
on you to keep promises that are very'
important to them
CANCER (June 21 to July 22) You
need to wait patiently for an answer
to a workplace problem and not push
for a decision Remember Time is on
your side A financial matter needs
closer attention
LEO (Jnty 23 to August 22) You now
have information that can influence
that decision you planned to make But
the clever Cat will consult a trusted
friend or family member before mak
mg a major move.
VIRGO (August 23 to September
22) Good news You're finding that
more doors are opening for you to
show what you can do. and you don t
even have to knock very hard to get the

attention you’re seeking
LIBRA (September 23 to October •i
•I
22) Your gift for creating order out of .achaos will help you deal with a sud
den rush of responsibilities that would
threaten someone less able to balance
£1
his or her priorities
I'M
SCORPIO (October 23 to Novem
ber 21) Congratulations Your energy
levels are coming nght back up to nor
mal — just in time to help you tackle
some worthwhile challenges and make
some important choices
SAGITTARIUS (November 22 to
December 21) The sage Sagittanan
should demand a full explanation of
•»o I
inconsistencies that might be cropping
K*/ 4
up in w hat had seemed to be a straight
vU
forward deal
CAPRICORN (December 22 to l*4 **
January 19) A conflict between obli
gations to family and to foe job can 7’nl
create stressful problems Best advice
Balance your dual priorities so that
one doesn't outweigh the other
AQUARIUS (January 20 to Febru l.f.l
ary 18) Don t guess, speculate or gos »/u
sip about that so-called ’mystery" situ .»*V«
ation at the workplace Bide your time
An explanation will be forthcoming
very icon
PISCES (February 19 to March 20) <<,,*
Boredom might be creeping m and
causing you to lose interest m a repeat
project Deal with it by flipping over ,,?u
your usual routine and finding a new t,{lt
way to do an old task
BORN THIS WEEK: You can
warm the coldest heart with your lyn- N*.
cal voice and bright smile You find
yourself at home, wherever you are
0 2012 Kiag FMon Swd Ik.

© 2012 King Fratum Synd.. Inc.
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Learning life lessons
teaching prisoners

i E AT LOCAL

BY RACHEL MELKE
GVL LAKER LIFE EDITOR

hen Grand Valley State Universi
ty student Katie Stefanek came to
the university as a biology major,
she almost immediately regretted her deci

W
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Almost in season:The GVSU Farmers Market sells produce in Kirkhof's lobby last season.

Grand Valley Farmers Market
prepares to return to GV with
fresh, local summer produce.
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sion.
“I hated it,” Stefanek said.
While Stefanek was taking one of her
general education classes, philosophy 101,
she was introduced to a new opportunity
and a new major through the GVSU pro
gram Community Working Classics, which
takes learning to a new level.
Students involved with CWC began tak
ing classic content — ethics, literature, phi
losophy, history, music, anatomy, math and
many other disciplines — and teaching it to
inmates of the Muskegon Correctional Fa
cility in Muskegon, Mich., Although the fa
cility has since closed, the program remains,
working with students at Job Corps.
“I just knew it was something I had to
do,” Stefanek said. “1 wanted to do some
thing more than just go to class.”
Against what her parents wished regard
ing her safety, Stefanek signed up for the
class. Although she was very excited to be
gin, Stefanek was not sure what to expect.
‘‘I was scared,” Stefanek said. “Not for
my safety, but that I would make a fool of
myself.”
Upon beginning the course, students
meet with the professor and formulate a
teaching plan. Each student gathers his or
her own topics and texts to use.
When Stefanek began the course, her
views were quickly transformed.
“I was amazed at how intelligent, how
thoughtful, how kind, how polite, how posi
tive and how hopeful they (her students)
were,” Stefanek added.
When Stefanek was there, she taught
about the Myth of Sisyphus, about persever
ance in the midst of getting nothing in re
turn. She asked the inmates what kept them
going, to which she received the response,
“because we know we can be better.”
She said knew they could be better too.
Another CWC student, Rachel Bendert,
said working with those students challenged
her own way of seeing the world, as well.
“The students made me think about what
I stand for, and what my beliefs are,” Bend
ert said. “Whenever I asked for their opin
ion, they never let me off the hook without
sharing mine as well. It gave us an opportu
nity to discuss what makes people unique,
and how we need to respect every individual
for their own qualities.”
Bendert taught at the Muskegon Cor
rectional Facility as well, teaching a liberal
education course.
Abigail DeHart, who has been teaching
at Job Corps this past semester, was not only
shaped by the experience, but found out all
that she did not know.
“I have realized that you don’t truly know
a subject until you need to explain it to oth
ers, so it’s definitely helped me to perfect

DeWILDE
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"I'm not ignorant. I know what
they've done, yet I did not see
them as their crimes. I see
them as people, because we
sometimes forget that they are
people."
KATIE STEFANEK

GVSU STUDENT

what I thought 1 knew,” DeHart said.
Still, Stefanek communicates with her
students, writing and receiving letters. Al
though she has lost communication with a
few of her students, others still thank her for
all she brought to their lives. Stefanek, too,
still thinks about the course she taught and
wants to continue to work in prisons in the
future.
“I’m not ignorant,” she said. “I know
what they’ve done, yet I did not see them as
their crimes. I see them as people, because
we sometimes forget that they are people.
It’s (freedom) not about living inside or out
side of bars and walls, it’s about freedom
through education and liberating yourself
from ignorance.”
GVSU professor, Michael DeWilde, de
veloped the program based on Earl Shorris’
Clemente course, designed to teach collegelev$|,ftpurses to .those,wta are
underprivileged. The Clemente course was
started in 1995 and GVSU’s CWC began
shortly after in 1998. The program has since
gained national recognition as the winner of
the American Philisophical Association’s
“Excellence and Innovation in Philosophy
Programs” award. In addition Muskegon
Correctional Facility and Job Corps, CWC
has also offered courses at Project Rehab
and Heartside Community Center.
The course is offered both semesters and
can be found under PHI 375 for Fall 2012
and PHI 376 for Winter 2013.
Additional information can be found at
www.communityworkingclassics.org or by
emailing De Wilde at dewildem@gvsu.edu
lakerlife @ lanthorn .com

Messages will be printed in the April 23 issue of The Lanthorn
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